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THOMAS VIGILD
Teacher in Game Design at the 

Folk High School Vallekilde

Thomas Vigild specialises in game psychology, play, journalism, board games, toys, game design, technology, escape rooms, 
gadgets, apps, game culture and indie games.

Teacher in Game Design at the Folk High School Vallekilde.
Co-founder and senior game designer at HV?M a SME specialising in historical escape game routes and escape rooms.
Co-author of Didaktisk gåderum ‐ som læringsredskab på videregående uddannelser a paper investigating how presence in                      
physical escape rooms can create exploratory approaches in relation to academic content at further education institutions. 
He has written about, lived through and given talks on games since 1991. Through his company Ludo Consult he has written 
articles and done speaks or lectures to a wide range of both private and government corporations and organizations.
On consulting basis his clients include DR (National Broadcasting Corporation), The National Academy of Digital, Interactive                       
Entertainment, The Danish Embassy in Paris, Experimentarium (national science center), Nordic Game Program, The Ministry of 
Culture + several libraries, schools and municipals.
He has written freelance articles/reviews on apps, games, board games and gadgets for the national Danish newspapers                    
"Politiken" and "Weekendavisen".
Chairman of the Jury for Board Game Award Guldbrikken.
He also does project-management and game-related events like SpilBar, BookJam, StoryJam and StoryTalks.
Former Chairman of The Danish Game Council.
Former Game Designer for Mystery Makers, whom specializes in physical Mystery Rooms (escape rooms).

Former external member of the commission "Spilordningen" - The Danish Game Support Scheme which financially supports 
Danish game development. Also external game consultant for the Norwegian Film Institute on their national game support 
program.

Specialties: Computer games, IT-tech, board games, computer interfaces, lectures, journalist, speeches, interviews, features, 
social implications of games, gagdets, musicology 

Research interests
- Game psychology
- Play
- Educational escape rooms
- Board games
- Computer games
- Musicology

Follow his profile and work
- www.hvem.nu 



THOM VAN DER MEER
JGM serious eXperiences

I am Thom van der Meer and I graduated the RUG in 2014. From than on I worked closely with Jeffrey. My biggest project was 
trying to develop an analyzing model where we wanted to research and measure natural behaviour in group dynamic processes. 
In 2017 we succeeded with this project and from than on we have utilized our analyzing model in many teams and organisations 
which gave us a lot of data. We have also collaborated with NHL Stenden University to combine a invidual questionnaire with the 
data from our observation analyzing model on team level. The combination of both databases gave us lots of insights regarding 
to succes and failure factors for winning teams among other insights.



LAURA MARIE EDINGER-SCHONS
Professor of Sustainable Business 

at the University of Mannheim

Laura Marie Edinger-Schons is Professor of Sustainable Business at the University of Mannheim. In her research she focuses on 
the question how organizations (from for profit to non-profit) can contribute to sustainable development as defined in the United 
Nations Sustainable Development Goals. Specific topics which she is interested in are Employee Engagement in Sustainability, 
Social Entre/Intrapreneurship, Digital Social Innovation, Corporate Democracy, and New Work. Her work has been published in 
renowned academic journals including Journal of Marketing, Journal of Consumer Psychology, Journal of the Academy of                      
Marketing Science, and Journal of Business Ethics. 
She received the Overall Best Paper Award at the 2014 Winter AMA, was voted into the Top Ten Junior Academics 2015 (by Zeit and 
academics), and received the German Science Award 2016 for the Best Collaboration with Private Business. For her teaching, she 
received the AACSB Innovations that Inspire Award 2017. For her habilitation thesis she received the Wolfgang-Ritter Award 2017, 
the Roman Herzog Research Award 2018 as well as the Max Weber Award for Business Ethics 2018. In 2019, she was voted into the 
Top 40 under 40 by the magazine Capital. 



DRS. ALICE VELDKAMP
Teacher educator at the 

Graduate School of Teaching

Drs. Alice Veldkamp is a teacher educator at the Graduate School of Teaching, an instructional designer and researcher on                    
educational escape rooms at the Freudenthal Institute, Utrecht University, the Netherlands.



https://directorio.ugr.es/static/PersonalUGR/*/show/02d1d101518ef95551ad105a66f5afb3
https://scholar.google.es/citations?user=rcMGLl8AAAAJ&hl=es
https://docenciaenfermeria.home.blog/

JOSÉ LUIS GÓMEZ URQUIZA 
Assistant Professor from the Department of 

Nursing at the University of Granada

José Luis Gómez Urquiza is an Assistant Professor from the Department of Nursing at the University of Granada, Spain. He started 
teaching at the University in 2014 and two years later he designed an Escape Room for Nursing students, which was a great 
success. The Escape Room was implemented in order to take into account the benefits of Game-Based Learning to motivate 
students. Although its initial goal was to motivate students, he realized that he could use Escape Rooms to assess cross-curricular 
competences such as leadership, communication, and observation skills. Therefore, from 2016 onwards, he continued using 
Escape Room in his classes. He considers that Escapes Rooms allow him to go beyond traditional exams and offer huge range of 
resources regarding the assessment of cross-curricular competences.  In addition to Escape Rooms, José Luis is always looking 
for innovations to motivate and engage his students, for instance, he recently developed an exam based on Black Mirror film 
Bandersnatch. 

His work has been widely recognized by the media and fellow scholars. He has taken part in several international conferences and 
he has been invited to participate in teacher training courses as well. Additionally, his work was published in one of the most 
important journals of the Nursing field: Nurse Education Today. 

Links:
https://directorio.ugr.es/static/PersonalUGR/*/show/02d1d101518ef95551ad105a66f5afb3
https://scholar.google.es/citations?user=rcMGLl8AAAAJ&hl=es
https://docenciaenfermeria.home.blog/

Summary of the Escape Room: 

The Escape Room is called “The Florence Nightingale Code”. The players must save the nursing profession by locating a falsified 
document that claimed that Florence Nightingale and Virginia Henderson were not nurses. This Escape Room was implemented 
during the 2016-2017 summer semester. The Escape Room game for nursing students was developed to be used in the same 
classroom where the theoretical-practical classes are taught and for the course ‘Adult Nursing 1’. The Escape Room was                   
implemented in order to take into account the benefits of game-based learning to motivate students. The teacher’s initial goal was 
to motivate students, but then he realized that he could use Escape Rooms to assess cross-curricular competences such as 
leadership, communication, and observation skills given that students had to demonstrate the knowledge acquired during                   
practical seminars such as techniques related to cardiopulmonary resuscitation, taking and reading an electrocardiogram, 
donning sterile surgical attire, blood sample collection, and insertion and removal of sutures with staples. Before the game, the 
teacher generated expectations or hype by creating a narrative about the Escape Room, a trailer, and a fake press release. This 
served to engage students and motivate them. To participate in the game, students were organized in groups of five and given 
30 min to solve the puzzles presented in the room, find the exit key, and escape. Each group was given two clues related to the 
development of the game; one after 20 min, and the other one after 25 min. Approximately, the Escape Rooms consisted in 10 
different riddles and puzzles. 



JEFFREY MEIJER
Founder of JGM serious eXperiences

I am Jeffrey Meijer. I have a background in HR management and own my own business in serious gaming for about 5 years now. 
From january this year we decided to focus more on empowering teams and organisaties to change powerfully by means of 
serious gaming. We believe in the power of playing & learning at the same time. With serious gaming the important learningeffect 
is in the selfreflection.The biggest added vaue arises áfter playing the game by means of a succesful transfer made possible by 
professionals and embedded with practical experiences en theoretical models. With our extensive experience build up in the last 
five years and our constant scientific research we have lots of data to discuss. Lastly we are working on a E-Book in which we 
describe the steps for developing a scientific founded serious gaming according to our knowledge and experience.



https://www.linkedin.com/in/jvanwinden/

Jasper van Winden works as a project manager for educational innovations at Utrecht University. He is currently leading the 
education innovation programme for the faculty of science and the project Future Learning Spaces, which explores how to design 
the physical learning environment to support and enhance the implementation of Utrecht University’s educational vision. 
In his teaching and workshops Van Winden considers games and play often a valuable approach to foster an environment in which 
it is safe and fun to experiment with different behaviours. Amongst others, this has led to the project Escaping the chasm: faculty 
development in an escape room in which the escape room MasterMind was created to give teacher the opportunity to explore 
digital teaching tools in a playful way. 

Themes of interest
- Physical learning spaces
- Blended learning
- Serious games and play
- Faculty development

Follow his profile and work
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jvanwinden/

JASPER VAN WINDEN 
Project manager for Educational 
Innovations at Utrecht University



Professeur Associé
Département de Management Durable de l’Economie, des Hommes, des Systèmes d’information et de la Diversité
Formatrice Interculturelle Certifiée
Référente Pédagogique (Etudiants Internationaux)

Associate Professor
Department of Sustainable Development Management: Economy, Human Resources, Information Systems and Diversity
Certified Intercultural Trainer
Educational Advisor (International Students)

BEVERLY LELIGOIS
Associate Professor of

Intercultural Management


